Hi this is Bruce Ray Riggs. I'm running for US House of Representatives Florida 5th Congressional District.(((
Most of the documents used in this video I have on this site there free for download and viewing. Just click
on documents or links at the top of this page .This is my campaign video exposing Unconstitutional
government corruption showing the documents as I speak. Explaining in part how the American peoples
standing in law was switched from Constitutional to Corporate. Thus, explaining what many Americans view
as our government operating in a other than Constitutional manner.
This video is made without prejudice for all Americans showing the real problem with our Constitutional rights and
gives many simple common sense solutions on how to restore our Constitutional standing in law, economy, jobs,
and how to lawfully eliminate the fraudulently national debt. All lawfully and peacefully without civil disorder.
First in
1862
Congress redefined the meaning of the word PERSON to include
the defination CORORATION.(1)
http://www.dirtyunclesam.com/Person-act.pdf

Then a different citizen
subject to a different
then what the Constitution originally created in 1796 was created in 1868

http://www.dirtyunclesam.com/constitution.pdf

jurisdiction

the said 14th AMENDMENT (2) which made all persons (corporations)
citizens of the United States( which
was later incorporated) and SUBJECT TO the jurisdiction(corporate) there of
.http://www.dirtyunclesam.com/constitution.pdf
Lets see what that did to the American peoples Constitutional standing in law.
As Blacks Law Dictionary makes clear a CORPORATION IS A PERSON WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE 14TH
AMENDMENT. (3)

And as TITLE 28
USC SS 3002 15(a) makes clear the United states is a federal corporation. And this different
corporate citizenship is subject to the jurisdiction (corporate) there of.
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/uscode28/usc_sec_28_00003002----000-.html

Lets look at the meaning of the SUBJECT To (4)Blacks Law dictionary 5th edition. " Liable, subordinate, inferior,
obedient to, governed or affected by;provided; answerable for
Now lets look at the definition of the word "FREE" BLACKS LAW DICTIONARY
"subject to".
http://www.dirtyunclesam.com/constitution.pdf

5th edition

(5) the opposite

of

The FEDERAL CONSTITUTION originally made us

Citizens of the state as found at article 4 section 2 of the US

Constution(6),
its still there. The 14th Amendment makes its citizens corporations that are citizens of a FEDERAL CORPORATION
subject to the corporate jurisdiction there of.
http://www.dirtyunclesam.com/United_States.pdf Heres where Washington D.C. not only Incorporated
but declared them selves to be the owner and susesser of all said corporations and owner of all
property of said corporations. (7) after making the American people corporations. This is known as and
named the organic act of Feb.21,1871. Note that many misinformed folks seem to be under the impression that tho
Organic act created a local or CITY government for Washington but that is not the case because as you can see 10
months prior to the organic act there already was a local or city government incorporated and in
place http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsl&fileName=016/llsl016.db&recNum=117 at the bottom

of the page " an act authorizing the corporation of the city of WASHINGTON to set apart land
for walks and parks and so on.
ORGANIC ACT Blacks law dictionary 5th Ed. " An act of Congress conferring powers of government upon a territory"
ORGANIC LAW Blacks law dictionary 5th Ed. "The fundamental law, or constitution, of a state or nation, written or
unwritten. That law or system of laws or principles which defines and establishes the organization of its government."

Keep in mind there are only 2 types of law that runs every country of the world. The first is the Law of the land
which in our case should be our Federal and state Constitutions. And the second if chimerical law which is known
as UCC uniform comercial code.

www.dirtyunclesam.com/27cfr72.11.pdf
By changing our standing in law from
Constitutional to Corporate we now operate under one type of law. Corporate. SEE TITLE 27
72.11

(9)CFR

all crimes state or federal are now

comercial

crimes.

Because a CORPORATION IS A PERSON WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE 14th Amendment Blacks law
dictionary. (10)
Next the SUPREMACY CLAUSE OF ARTICLE 6 paragraph 2 of the US Constitution (11)holds the US
Constitution Supreme law of the land and any law that try es to supersede it is not withstanding
So even if the 14th Amendment was properly ratified the Supremacy clause of the US Constitution would strike the
14th Amendment null and void for creating a different form of government, with a different citizenship,subject to a
different jurisdiction than what the Constitution originally created for the American people to be governed by.

http://www.dirtyunclesam.com/98-611.pdf But the 14th Amendment was not properly ratified. Oh and
Congress knows this. Every member of Congress got a copy of THE NOVEMBER 26,
2008 CRS REPORT FOR CONGRESS SEE PAGE 5 Of \ WHICH IS CRS-2 TOP PARAGRAPH(12) which
makes clear EXECUTIVE ORDER 6 ORDERED the 14th Amendment ratified and EXECUTIVE ORDER 7
ORDERED THE 14TH AMENDMENT LAWFUL AND PUBLISHED.
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsl&fileName=015/llsl015.db&recNum=739 As the CRS report
makes clear that executive order #6 (Presidential proclamation #11) and exectuive order #7 (Presidential
Proclamation #13)
never had the signature of the President only the sectary of State. So these two fake
executive orders are booked and paged as promulgations.

Executive Order #6 (
Presidential proclamation #11) . The second page of E.O. #6 The secretary of state expressed
doubt about the proper ratifaction of teh 14th Amendment. And names the newly constituted and
established legislative bodies. The newly replaced state governmemts
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsl&fileName=015/llsl015.db&recNum=740 .
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsl&fileName=015/llsl015.db&recNum=739

www.dirtyunclesam.com/Senate_Journal.pdf

Here's where the Secretary of state was ordered to said 14th

Amendment was ratified.
Presidential
Proclamation #12 admitting the states under a newly established legislative bodies replaced the
Constitutionally elected one. The states were blackmailed into ratifying the said 14th
Amendment or be denied representation in Congress.

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsl&fileName=015/llsl015.db&recNum=741

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsl&fileName=015/llsl015.db&recNum=741 Executive order #7
(Presidential Proclamation #13). Additional pages of E.O. #7 starts at the bottom of the page.

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llhj&fileName=064/llhj064.db&recNum=562&itemLink=r?ammem/hlaw%
3A@field(DOCID+@lit(hj0641))%3A#0640001&linkText=1 And keep in mind the seated at that time

president Andrew Johnson was
Unconstitutional

de

facto

against the 14th Amendment claiming it created a
government as he pointed out in his veto address .

A joint resolution rebuking President Johnson for saying
the 14th Amendment is Unconstitutional.

www.dirtyunclesam.com/Senate_Journal29.pdf

So President Johnson wouldn't have ever signed such a executive order to make it real. Also see DE FACTO
GOVERNMENT Blacks Law dictionary 5th Ed. " One that maintains itself by a display of force against the will of the
rightful legal government and is successful, at least temporarily, in overturning the institutions of the rightful legal
government by setting up its own in lire thereof".

Thus, also note no where in the written letter of the Constitution
with a executive order. Specially fake executive orders.

is it lawful to ratify a amendment to the constitution

THE LOUISIANA LEGISLATURE URGING CONGRESS TO DECLARE THE 14th AMENDMENT ILLEGAL. On
June 13 1967 A WELL ANNOTATED LAW DRIVEN BRIEF ON THE UNCONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE
14th AMNEDMENT and how it;s a act of treason against our Constitution and it over threw our Constitution.
Prepared by Judge Leander H. Perez of Louisiana was memorialized on the House floor . Memorisation page
number 15641- 15646 (16) of this LAW DRIVEN Congressional Record . This Congressional record tells
while quoting LAW how several Unconstitutional acts was done in order to claim the said 2/3 votes needed to claim
the 14th Amendment was ratified. Including 23 senators from northern and southern states was unlawfully excluded
from the US Senate in order to secure this 2/3 vote. Which also included replacing 10 lawful state governments for
rejecting the 14th Amendment as Unconstitutional because they were Unconstitutionally denied representation in the
Construction of said proposed Amendment. And is took away state rights. The 10 newly replaced state governments
had to vote on and pass the 14th Amendment in order for there states to be granted representation or remain under
marshal law. Thus, done with marshal law. This record even points out how the federal courts will not hear a
argument on theinvality of the 14th Amendment.
http://www.dirtyunclesam.com/Non_Ratification_14th_Amendment.pdf

The US Supreme court in COLEMAN v- MILLER 307 US
433 (1939) makes clear not only was state governments replaced with new ones for
rejecting and not ratifying the 14th Amendment. And the supreme court never decided on the
Constitutionally of the 14th Amendment saying it was political question and never addressed the
merits of the 14th Amendment being Constitutional or not.

www.dirtyunclesam.com/colemanmiller.pdf

http://www.dirtyunclesam.com/14thexplained.pdf

But the STATE SUPREME COURT OF UTAH IN

(17)

DYET -V- TURNER STRUCK DOWN THE 14TH AMENDMENT AS
NOT A REAL AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION.

www.dirtyunclesam.com/U.S._Representative_Cordell_Hull.pdf

UNCONSTITUTIONAL

AND IS

July 12,1909 Congressional Record page

4404 The Unconstitutional 14th Amendment.
www.dirtyunclesam.com/House_Journal.pdf The state of New Jersey House Journals saying the
14th Amendment is Unconstitutional and there state was denied Constitutional representation
due to there representative was ejected without cause in order to secure a said 2/3 vote for said
ratification of 14th Amendment.

The State of Delaware claiming the proposed 14th
Amendment state rights granted in the Constitution.
www.dirtyunclesam.com/U.S._Archives.pdf

www.dirtyunclesam.com/Oregon_Resolution.pdf The State of Oregon withdrew it's consent to
the 14th Amendment due to the proposed 14th Amendment is Unconstitutional and was adopted
by FRAUD.
www.dirtyunclesam.com/rescindingratificationvote.pdf

The State of Ohio exercised there right
to rescinded (withdrew) there vote for the proposed 14th Amendment. This right was denied
them.

www.dirtyunclesam.com/floridaHouse_Journal.pdf November 14, 1866 Florida House
Journals.
www.dirtyunclesam.com/georgiaHouse_Journal.pdf
proposed 14th Amendment is Unconstitutional.
www.dirtyunclesam.com/georgiaSenate_Journal.pdf
stating the proposed 14th is Unconstitutional.

Georgia house journals 1866 saying the
The 1866 Georgia Senate journals as well

www.dirtyunclesam.com/texasHouse_Journal.pdf the 1866 Texas house journals saying the
proposed 14th is Unconstitutional.
www.dirtyunclesam.com/1957res.pdf The Georgia assembly declaring the 14th Amendment
Unconstitutional in whats know as "The 1957 Georgia memorial to Congress" The original in pdf

